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Chapter 411 The ***Vivian 

“I know.” 

If not for the sake of her uncle and aunt, Paige would have ignored her. 

However, Kailyn still followed closely by her side. She even jogged a few steps just to speak shoulder-to-

shoulder with her. 

“Paige, do you come here often?” 

This clubhouse was later under Martin’s name. Kailyn often came because she wanted to try her luck 

and see if she could meet 

Martin. The other reason was that she thought if she had spent so much money here, Martin would 

notice her 

Seeing that Paige did not speak, Kailyn continued, “Did Martin often bring you here? Or yourself?” 

“She came back from the countryside, huh? She’s so rude…” Kailyn’s friend, Vivian Medina, couldn’t 

help but mock, “Kailyn, let her 

embarrass herself later. She’s giving you the cold shoulder.” 

Kailyn also didn’t want to talk to Paige, but she wanted to ask if Martin was in the club tonight and if 

Paige ***Martin’s car to go 

on a date with Martin. 

If so, she would definitely destroy it. 

The four waiters saw the three girls walking toward the elevator. One of the waiters hurriedly said 

something through the walkie-talkie 

on his collar. 

Not long after, more than ten waiters took the elevator to the garage and stood in front of the elevator, 

blocking their way. 

“Look. You aren’t a VIP and are busted. You aren’t allowed to enter.” 

Vivian pulled Kailyn to her side and raised her face, looking ****at the dozen or so waiters in front of 

her. 

“What? We haven’t been here for a while and you don’t recognize us?” 

“Ms. Medina. The leading waiter bowed and greeted her, then looked at Kailyn, and politely greeted 

her, “Ms. Lusk.” 

“You know us. Why aren’t you getting out of the way? Let’s make it clear first. We don’t know this 

person. It’s your business how you 

want to deal with her later.” 

Vivian held Kailyn’s hand and was about to walk over. 

“I’m sorry, Ms. Medina, Ms. Lusk. Please wait a moment.” 

“Wait? In my life, only others waited for me. How dare you make me wait?” Vivian felt it was funny. 

“I’m really sorry. The rules…” 

At that moment, the elevator door opened with a ding, and the manager of the club, Enrique Durham, 

walked out. 

More than a dozen waiters stood on both sides. Enrique walked past them, ignoring Vivian and Kailyn. 

He directly came in front of 

Paige and bowed respectfully. 

“Ms. Paige, why didn’t you tell us in advance that you were coming…. Wait a moment. Someone has 

already gone to get the red 



carpet.” 

“There’s no need to go through so much trouble.” 

Paige took a step forward and Enrique hurriedly followed. The waiters on both sides maintained their 

bowing posture. 

“Ms Paige, it’s all my fault for not welcoming you Later, the room you are in will be free of all expenses.” 

When Vivian and Kailyn heard this, they were stunned. There is actually such a thing? 

“It is not me who is spending today. There is no need for this.” 

“Ms. Paige, you are really too considerate. I feel even more apologetic.” 

Enrique pressed the elevator button to open the door. He personally used his hand to block the door. 

Only after Paige entered did he 

enter. He bent his waist the entire time. His humble appearance made it seem like Paige was the owner 

of the clubhouse. 

Vivian finally reacted. This manager, including a dozen or so waiters, was here to welcome Paige. They 

were five-star members and 

had to stand aside to wait. The elevator was only for Paige to use. Why? We are not qualified to sit in 

the same elevator as Paige? 

“Kailyn, what is the identity of your cousin?” Vivian was a little angry. 

Even the five-star members who spent more than 1.6 million dollars in a year had to make way for her…. 

“Could it be that after she got back to the family, my family gave her so much money?” 

She spent even more than us? 

But that is impossible…. 

It had just been a while since Paige returned to the Lusk family and she was able to spend more than 1.6 

million dollars here. 

Even if the amount of money she spent was really high, there was no reason for the club to hold such a 

huge welcoming ceremony. 

The club also had a lot of guests who spent a lot of money, and they did not have this kind of treatment 

when they came. 

“I don’t know either.” Kailyn felt jealous in her heart. She had never seen anyone other than the 

members of the Stowe family who 

could make Enrique personally come out to welcome them. Could it be that Paige has benefited from 

Martin? 

Did Martin specifically instruct them to welcome her? 

Thinking of this, Kailyn felt that Paige was quite vain, 

At this time, Paige did not know that this clubhouse had already belonged to Martin. She took the VIP 

elevator and arrived at Room 

901 on the top floor. 

She had come to the ninth floor many times, but this was the first time she had entered Room 901. 

She knocked on the door, and soon a woman’s elegant voice came from inside. 

Chapter 412 She Likes Paige 

Paige did not count how many years it had been, but these years, it was the piano that kept her 

company during difficult times. 

“You have just practiced for a few years, yet you are so experienced. You are really talented.” 

The beautiful lady did not expect that the famous piano master Vallorie would actually be a seventeen 

or eighteen-year-old girl. It was 



very surprising 

“The song you played just now, is this one?” The lady opened the music score, her eyes full of 

appreciation and love. “I heard that you 

finished the song in less than a day… 

The music was so sweet and pleasing to the ear, and it was even better than what the lady expected 

when she placed the order. 

The 16 million dollars was worth it 

“I just happened to have inspiration.” Paige did not dare to say that her speed had always been like this. 

She was afraid that others would think that it was too easy for her to make money. 

“You are very talented. I don’t know if you are willing to sign with a talent agency. I will ask someone to 

arrange performances for you 

every year and your songs will be widely advertised online. You will definitely be more popular than you 

are now…” 

“Thank you for your kindness. I will not consider it for the time being.” Paige had too many things to do 

in private. In addition, several 

forces had been chasing after her. It was equivalent to revealing her whereabouts at this time if she 

agreed. 

It was easy for Paige to get away, but it would not be good if she implicated tens of thousands of 

innocent audiences in a concert. 

“That’s a pity.” The beautiful lady said with a hint of regret, “Can you add me on Line? It will be 

convenient to contact me.” 

“Okay.” Paige took out her mobile phone and exchanged contacts with the lady. 

From the moment Paige entered the door until now, the beautiful lady had been wearing a gentle smile 

on her face. Her curved lips 

were like the bright moon in the night sky. Obviously, she was a very positive and optimistic woman. 

After the lady added Paige on Line, she remarked Paige’s name as Vallorie. 

The lady liked Paige very much, but unfortunately…. 

“If there is nothing else, I will take my leave first.” Paige nodded her head and was about to leave. 

“Wait. Stay and drink some tea with me?” asked the lady. 

The way the lady brewed the tea had a different kind of charm and beauty. She had a graceful 

temperament. Although she was already thirty or forty years old, her charm was not any less than when 

she was young. She was bright and charming, elegant and attractive. 

Paige sat at the coffee table and looked at the way the lady brewed the tea. She suddenly felt that it was 

pleasing to the eye. 

“Try it.” The beautiful lady poured a cup of tea and offered it to Paige. 

As soon as Paige picked it up, the fragrance of the tea drifted into her nose. It was a good tea of the 

highest quality. 

“Can you smell what kind of tea this is?” The lady smiled and looked at Paige expectantly. 

“It was the top Darjeeling tea from Darjeeling.” 

This time, it was the lady’s turn to be surprised Paige did not even drink it. She only smelled it and knew 

what kind of tea it was and 

where it was produced from. 

The key point was that the production of Darjeeling tea was not high. The best Darjeeling tea leaf was 

rare How did Paige know and 



be so sure? 

The top Darjeeling tea was rarely circulated in the market, let alone fall into the hands of the girl…. 

“Darjeeling is located near the Himalayas, nearby Nepal and Bhutan it is shrouded in ***all year round. 

The moist environment. there is very suitable for tea trees, which grow on slopes ranging from 3,000 to 

7,000 feet above sea level. The famous Darjeeling tea 

has been grown here for nearly a century.” 

The beautiful lady did not expect Parge to know this kind of story. She looked at Paige with even more 

admiration. 

“At such a young age, you are very knowledgeable and talented…” The lady liked Paige even more. 

“Unfortunately.” 

“Unfortunately, I have a boyfriend * 

There was a trace of surprise in the lady’s eyes. She did not expect Paige would guess her thoughts. 

“We just met.” Paige said with a faint smile, “In the warehouse.” 

This time, the lady was even more surprised. She was obviously hiding on the second floor of the 

warehouse. How did Paige know? 

“There is a fragrance on your body. The top note is formaldehyde and jasmine fragrance. The middle 

note is rose and Iris, and the base note is cedar and lily of the valley. If I’m not wrong, this perfume of 

yours used no less than a hundred kinds of raw materials. It is not sold on the market. From this, it can 

be seen that you are a noble lady.” 

The lady did not expect that Paige could smell it just with a sniff. The key was that she was right. 

“You are really amazing The lady’s eyes were full of appreciation and love. “Tell me, what else did you 

find?” 

“The gentleman who bought the paintings in the warehouse uses men’s perfume. The top notes are 

lavender and sunflower. The middle notes are mint and geranium. The base notes are cedar and 

sandalwood, but your fragrance has clung to his clothes. So, he 

should be your husband. If I’m not wrong, he is in the room inside.” 

There was a door in this room that led to the inner room. The lady did not expect Paige to be so smart to 

guess their relationship and 

even guessed that there was someone hidden inside.. 

“When did you find someone inside?” the lady asked with interest 

“When I came in 

Chapter 413 Paige Treats the Beautiful Lady 

Without waiting for Martin to speak, the manager of the club, Enrique, pleaded, “Ms. Paige not only 

saved the former bass of the club but also saved me Mr. Stowe, please… Please change to another girl.” 

Martin was dumbfounded. 

Did the manager take him as a beast? 

As soon as Martin called, he asked about the most beautiful girl in the club. The manager naturally 

guessed what he wanted to do, and pleaded again, “Ms. Parge is not yet eighteen years old… Please be 

magnanimous and let her go. I will definitely find the most satisfactory girl for you, Mr Stowe…” 

Speechless, Martin did not expect that Paige had won many people’s hearts outside. He also did not 

expect the manager to be very loyal to Paige. He immediately smiled and teased, “What kind of girl can 

you find for me? Can she compare with Ms. Paige?” 

“Mr. Stowe “Enrique was frightened, but he still mustered up the courage to beg. “You can’t take Ms. 

Paige away. She, she…” 



“What’s wrong with her?” 

“She has a background!” Enrique thought that this could scare Martin. 

Unexpectedly, Martin said lightly, “Oh, it’s fine.” 

There was no one’s background that could be compared to his. 

“She, she knows a lot of big shots. Enrique racked his brains. 

“It’s fine.” 

“She can beat others. I am afraid that she will hurt you” 

“I have a bodyguard.” 

“She, she…” Enrique can’t think of a reason. Just as he was frowning, he suddenly had an idea, “She is on 

her period! Yes, yes, just now, she is on her period! It is such a coincidence. Mr. Stowe, I will find 

someone else for you…” 

“How do you know she is on her period? Did she tell you?” Martin asked with great interest. 

“No, no, an employee said that her clothes were stained…” 

Martin did not expect that his employee would dare to lie to him. No one knew better than him about 

the date of Paige’s period, but 

he was not angry at all. 

“Is she safe now?” Martin suddenly went straight to the point and asked. 

“She’s safe, very safe. Ennique was stunned. 

“Look after her. Don’t let anything happen to her.” 

“Ah? Yes…” 

Until the end of the call, Enrique did not understand what Martin was trying to do…. 

In the tea room, Paige was about to leave, but she did not expect that the beautiful lady suddenly 

covered her belly with one hand and 

seemed to be a little uncomfortable. 

“Honey, are you okay? What’s wrong? Are you having a stomachache?” the middle-aged man asked 

hurriedly. 

“Yes…” The lady did not know what was going on How could she have a stomachache for no reason? 

Could it be because she drank 

lea? 

Paige turned around. The lady had already fallen into her husband’s arms in pain, curling up her body. 

The middle-aged man was frightened, “Honey, honey.” 

He was about to call someone. 

“Let me see” Paige returned to the lady’s side and squatted down. Her slender fingers rested on the 

lady’s pulse and within three 

seconds, she already had an answer in her heart. 

“She is poisoned. It is a chronic poison. Put her down.” Paige opened her backpack and took out her 

special medical tools. She 

picked out one of them and placed it on the lady’s vital body part. “What did she drink three days ago?” 

“Three days ago?” The middle-aged man was stunned. After a while, he remembered and said. “At that 

time, we were in Paris. Her best friend’s son got married and we attended the wedding. At eight or nine 

o’clock in the evening, when she was about to leave, her best Inend pulled her to say that she was 

happy tonight and wanted her to stay for a few more drinks… It was a fruit wine, and the alcohol 

concentration was not high…” 

“That’s it.” As Paige treated the lady, she said, “This kind of poison can only be put in the wine. If it is 



plain water or other drinks, there will be a smell that people can feel. But it is combined with alcohol 

and will not affect the taste of the wine itself. Moreover, the 

effect of the drug can be played in the wine.” 

“You, you mean, her best friend drugged her through the fruit wine?” The middle-aged man was even 

more confused, “But this, this is impossible… They have been friends for 20 years, and they have been in 

contact with each other for years…” 

Paige did not make any more guesses about other people’s affairs. She had told the truth, and that was 

all she needed to do. 

“Then my wife… What will happen to her?” The middle-aged man looked at the lady on the ground. The 

lady was already in so much 

pain that she could not speak. She was curled up. If possible, the man wanted to bear the burden for her 

“I will help her expel the poison first.” Paige continued to treat the lady. The spleen and stomach are a 

little damaged, and the follow-up medicine can be used according to my prescription. I will write down 

the prescription when I leave ” 

The middle-aged man was a little surprised, “Ms. Ezequiel, you also know medicine…” 

Unexpectedly, Paige was young, not only could she draw, and play music, but she could also treat 

people. 

Who was she exactly? 

So excellent…. 

“You must not eat spicy food in the following days. Have a lighter diet. Paige saw that it was almost 

finished, so she took back her 

Chapter 414 Paige’s Secret Identity Exposes 

The beautiful lady liked Paige even more, thinking, how could there be such a wonderful little fairy in 

this world? Whose child is she? 

I like her so much. 

“Well, I should get going.” Paige said as she stood up. She knew that it was too late now and Martin 

would be worried. 

*Vallone, let’s go out for dinner next time, shall we? My treat.” The lady stopped Paige 

Paige turned around and smiled, “Okay.” 

After Paige left, the lady’s eyes were filled with frustration “Who is so lucky to have married such a 

wonderful young girl? What a pity! I really want to take her home…” 

“This is fate. Although you can’t be the girl’s family, you can hang out with her often and get along like 

family. But as for the fact that she just said that there was something wrong with the fruit wine, we 

must get someone to investigate it. If your best friend did poison you, I won’t let it go.” 

“Vallone’s so pretty, she can’t be lying All the lady could think was Paige now. If only this girl were my 

daughter-in-law 

Seeing the prescription left by Paige before leaving, the lady picked it up and looked at it. “Vallorie’s 

handwriting is elegant and refined, just like what she is like.” 

The lady thought, what should I do? After reading the words Vallonie wrote, I adore her even more. 

“Take a closer look. Doesn’t the handwriting look familiar?” 

The lady took a closer look and thought, it indeed seems familiar. Where did I see it before? 

“Perl?” Both sides blurted out and looked at each other. 

The lady was stunned for a while. 

“Look, all those words have appeared in Perl’s work. Whether it is the shape of the characters or the 



style, they are all exactly the 

same…” 

“Vallorie is actually Penrose Ezequiel, and Penrose is surnamed Ezequiel,” The middle-aged man 

reminded the lady. 

She thought, Perl’s surname is also Ezequiel 

“Is Vallorie really Perl?” The lady was surprised, but at the same time, she liked Paige more. 

Something was happening at the same time on the other side. 

Kailyn handed a stack of cash to the waiter to find out which floor Paige went to and who Paige met. 

However, the waiter did not dare to accept the cash. He lowered his head and said, “Ms. Lusk, we can’t 

disclose customers’ privacy. 

Please do not make things difficult for me.” 

“If you don’t say it, I won’t. Who knows?” Seeing that the waiter really did not accept it, Kailyn took out 

a stack of checks from her bag. 

casually tearing one down and handing it over. “Since you can’t say it, write it down. I’ll give you 16 

thousand dollars for each word ” 

“Ms. Lusk, I’m really sorry… The waiter still refused to say anything, thinking, Ms. Paige saved this club. 

Without her, I would have lost 

my job. So, I would never betray Paige 

“Kailyn, he thinks the money is too little.” Vivian sat on the sofa in the private room and looked at the 

waiter, who she thought was a 

lowly person, from high above. “You think 16 thousand dollars for a word is not enough and want to ask 

for more?” 

“Ms. Medina, there must be some misunderstanding I am not asking for money. The waiter kept a bent 

posture all the time and said 

in a very good manner. “It’s our job not to disclose customers’ privacy…” 

“Living at the bottom of society, a person like you must have lived a poor life. And you are talking to me 

about responsibility Vivian. suddenly swept all the chips on the table to the ground in front of seven or 

eight classmates “Pick them up.” 

“Ms. Medina…” 

“What? Isn’t that your job?” 

The other students were laughing, watching the waiter make a ***of himself 

The waiter crouched down and picked up the chips on the ground one by one. It was a bit humiliating, 

but he did not dare to resist. 

Vivian got up and walked to the waiter. Then she stepped on the back of his hand and crushed it hard 

with her high heels. “How dare an inferior person like you put on airs in front of us? You should feel 

flattered that Kailyn asks you about something What? Do you really take yourself seriously?” 

Kailyn watched coldly from the side. She seemed to be quite dissatisfied with what the waiter did. 

Fortunately, Vivian stood up for her. 

The waiter was in so much pain that he wanted to withdraw his hand, but Vivian deliberately stepped on 

his hand with more force 

“Alright, Vivian. Why get upset because of a lowlife? If you are upset, let me help you teach him a 

lesson. Why do you do it yourself?” A male classmate, Ruben Dickson, walked over and patted Vivian on 

the shoulder. 

Vivian looked at the waiter with contempt, then retracted her foot and returned to her seat. 



Ruben lifted up the waiter and punched him in the stomach. 

“How dare you ****Vivian off? Let me teach you a lesson.” 

Ruben kicked again This time, the waiter flew out of the box. The waiter endured the pain and climbed 

up with great difficulty. Then 

he stumbled in the direction of the hall. 

“You still want to run away?” 

Ruben smiled, and all the students in the room laughed as well. 

Ruben picked up a wine bottle and said, “Vivian, look, I am helping you teach the trash a lesson.” 

The students around were all jeening. 

“Vivian, Ruben is so good to you.” 

“Shall we go take a look?” 

“Let’s go, Vivian Let’s go take a look.” 

“Kailyn, come with us!” 

The waiter stumbled into the hall. He had lost all his strength and fell to the ground again. 

Chapter 415 Apologize 

Im fine, Ms. Paige. Hurry up and leave” Brady knew that there was another person in this group who 

was asking about Paige’s whereabouts. Perhaps he wanted to do something bad to Paige 

Ruben whistled, raised his eyebrows, and looked at Paige frivolously, “Hey, alone?” 

“****.” Paige directly sent him flying with a kick. 

The surrounding people were stunned. They didn’t expect Paige to be so brave. They also didn’t expect 

that she could actually kick at boy who was almost 6 feet tall…. 

Ruben landed heavily on the ground and couldn’t help but cover his belly with one hand ****, what kind 

of girl is she? It’s so painful… 

Kailyn was stunned. She didn’t expect Paige to stand up for a waiter. 

Were there any relations between them? 

“What happened?” Paige turned her face to the side and asked the waiter behind her, Brady. 

Brady endured the pain and said, “One of them wanted to ask about your whereabouts. I didn’t tell 

them, but they cursed and even attacked 

“I don’t know you.” Paige coldly looked at Ruben on the ground. 

Why would Ruben ask for Paige’s whereabouts for no reason? 

Kailyn was a little nervous. She was afraid that Ruben would tell her name. If Paige knew, Ruben wasn’t 

the person asking about Paige… 

Ruben was in so much pain that he couldn’t speak. His classmates hurried over to help him. 

“Who are you? You even dared to kick Mr. Dickson. Aren’t you afraid that we’ll break your legs?” 

“Do you know who Mr. Dickson is? I am afraid you will be scared to death if we tell you!” 

“Ruben, are you okay? Wait. We will help you vent your anger” 

They did not know Paige’s identity and thought that she was a pushover. They wanted to stand up for 

Ruben. 

The manager of the club, Enrique, heard about this and rushed over. He saw several boys walking 

toward Paige, and behind Paige 

stood the injured Brady. 

Enrique probably guessed what was going on, but out of work duty, he still came forward politely, “Sir, 

what happened?” 

“Get out of the way!” One of the rich boys, Jorge Mcknight, directly reached out and pushed Enrique to 



the side. 

If not for Paige coming forward to support Enrique in time, Enrique would have fallen to the ground. 

“I found that you like to meddle in other people’s business very much. You help this young waiter and 

also the manager. Are they all 

your lovers? You’re 

The next second. Jorge was beaten up by Paige. The scene was too ****. The other students could not 

help but close their eyes 

They could not bear to look anymore. 

Ruben, who was sitting on the ground, saw that Paige was so fierce and moved back in fear “You, don’t 

come over…” 

After dealing with Jorge, Paige looked at Ruben and said, “Insulting the staff of the club has already 

become the crime of insult” 

The others were stunned. What? Crime of insult? Is there such a word? 

“You violated Brady’s reputation, which constitutes an infringement of civil rights. Generally speaking, 

you will be detained for under five days or fined under 80 dollars. Those with a heavier plot will be 

detained for more than five days and under ten days. You can be fined under 80 dollars, and more 

seriously…” 

“Let me tell you. Don’t lie to me… Ruben did not believe her 

Seeing Paige speak so logically, the students around could not help but take out their mobile phones to 

search online. She was right! 

“Ruben, she is right… Someone reminded Ruben in a low voice, “It’s really like she says.” 

Ruben did not expect to meet someone who knew well about the law. 

Today he was too unlucky. 

Ruben was not afraid of losing some money. He was afraid of being detained. If word got out, his 

reputation would be bad and he would cause too much trouble. It would also affect his family members 

who were officials 

If someone were to investigate his parents… 

Ruben’s parents were officials, so logically speaking, his family should not allow him to go on such an 

occasion… 

“I, I will compensate you. Is it alright?” Ruben took out his phone from his pocket and wanted to settle 

the matter. “I will transfer the money. How about 16 thousand dollars?” 

Can you deal with everything with money? 

Brady hated these spoiled brats the most. They thought that they could flip the matter over just because 

they had money. 

“32 thousand dollars should be enough, right?” Ruben saw that Brady didn’t want to relent and said, “50 

thousand dollars? No more…” 

Brady did not respond at all. 

The surrounding students condemned Brady one after another. 

“You are just a waiter. Do you want to extort so much money just because you bleed a little? Aren’t you 

too greedy?” 

“How much is your salary? Ruben will give you 50 thousand dollars, and that is already a big sum of 

money!” 

“You hit Ruben. It’s good enough that we didn’t ask you for medical fees…” 

“160 thousand dollars.” They didn’t expect that Paige would ask for such a price. 



“You, don’t go too far 

As soon as Ruben finished speaking. Paige raised her foot and walked toward him. 

“OK, 160 thousand dollars!” Ruben did not expect to be so unlucky today. He encountered a martial 

expert. He was afraid and moved 

back “What’s the account?” 

Paige motioned for Brady to go forward. Brady took out his mobile phone, and Ruben really transferred 

him 160 thousand dollars. 

Chapter 416 I Like Her More 

 

“Vivian, forget it. A wise person doesn’t fight when the odds are against him.” 

“It’s not good for your family if the matter becomes serious 

“How about this? I’ll pay for this. You apologize to him.” 

“I beg you, Vivian” 

Some students whispered to Vivian Vivian stared at Paige with dissatisfaction. “Sure enough, you came 

from a small place. You still can’t change the bad habit of being greedy for money. I have a lot of money! 

160 thousand dollars, give it to you!” 

Vivian wrote a check, tore it off, and threw it directly in front of Brady. 

The check floated to the ground. 

Vivian had an ***expression as if she was noble and mighty.. 

“Pick it up. I have no patience. Call the police or apologize. Choose one.” Paige looked at her coldly. 

“Vivian, please… Just apologize to him.” 

“Please, Vivian…” 

“You want me to apologize to a waiter? What do you think? Vivian crossed her arms in front of her 

chest, obviously unwilling to admit her mistake. 

Vivian could compensate for the money, but she could not apologize to the waiter. 

*Job is just a means for him to make a living. You don’t even know how to make a living, and you still 

have the nerve to look down on others?” 

“You…” 

“He at least relies on his own hands to make money, unlike you who use your parents’ money to 

squander, and feel that you are superior.” 

Vivian glared at Paige. “No matter what you say, you can’t change the fact that they are inferior people.” 

“The waiter is an inferior person?” 

“He was not born into a rich family. When he grew up, he could only go out to work. If he was not an 

inferior person, what was he?” 

“If your company does not have so many diligent and hard-working people working for you, can you 

stand here and make sarcastic remarks? You look down on these people. If you can afford it, go back 

and fire them all in one go!” 

“You.” 

“I recorded what you said just now “Paige raised her mobile phone. “If your staff heard you call them 

inferior people. I wonder how many people will quit their jobs? How much will the stock price fall? How 

much influence will the Medina family be affected?” 

“You…” Vivian was so angry that she gnashed her teeth. 

“Pick it up and apologize I won’t repeat the same words a third time. Paige looked at Vivian coldly “You 



think that other people have inferior jobs, but others think that you are uncultured. If people know that 

Ms. Medina is so ***, I don’t know how many people will criticize the upbringing of the Medina family * 

Vivian was furious. In the end, she could only pick up the check. Under the persuasion of her friend, she 

swallowed her anger and apologized 

Just when everyone thought that this matter was over, Paige asked again, “Who pushed the manager?* 

Soon, Jorge admitted his mistake… 

He did not want to be beaten up by Paige again… 

“Paige, just wait!” Before Vivian left, she said some harsh words. 

After these students left, the people in the club were clapping. Paige looked back at the wound on 

Brady’s head. “Enrique, can you give him a day off and let him go to the hospital?” 

“Yes, I will ask someone to send him to the hospital Ms. Paige, thank you for helping us again…” 

Last time, Paige also stood up for them like this. 

“I still have something to do, so I’ll go now.” Paige nodded. 

Enrique hurriedly followed her and helped her press the elevator. “Ms. Paige, I’ll see you off… If not for 

you today, we wouldn’t know what to do…” 

The surrounding onlookers walked away and scattered. No one noticed a couple in the corner, looking at 

Parge with admiration… 

“Darling, we didn’t misjudge her. She is outstanding… The middle-aged man did not expect Paige to be 

so honest and kind. She handled things swiftly and decisively. She did a good job. 

“Well, I like her more…” The lady was deeply impressed by Paige once again. She did not expect that 

these days, there would be such a courageous girl. 

The scene of her beating someone up just now was too cool! 

The lady wished that she had two sons so that one of them could chase after Paige… 

Oh! 

What a pity! 

Enrique sent Paige to the car and told her, “If there is an ambush on the road or if there is any trouble, 

Ms. Paige, think of a way to come to me. There’s a secret room in the club and no one will find you. In 

addition, I also know friends in the underworld…” 

Paige found that Enrique tonight was strange. He sent her to the garage and said some strange words. 

“Is there something else?” 

“No…” 

Enrique did not dare to say that their perverted boss had his eyes on her, afraid that Martin would send 

people to intercept her on the way… 

“In short, Ms. Paige, please be careful.” 

“Okay” 

After Paige got into the car, she called Marlin to report that she was safe. 

“Has the score been handed over to the other party? Is it going well? Martin asked. 

“Well, it went well. They are very satisfied with the score. I am on my way back now.” Paige did not say 

anything about the fighting tonight 

Chapter 417 You Finally Come Back 

 

Seeing that Martin did not speak, Enrique added, “Ms. Paige has always been kind-hearted. If she sees 

injustice, she will definitely act bravely.” 



“She is quite warm-hearted.” Marlin was most concerned about one thing. Is she injured?” 

“No, someone else was injured…” 

In particular, Jorge was beaten badly. 

“You just said that the man who insulted her. What is his name?” Martin’s tone carried a trace of 

danger. 

Jorge Mcknight.” 

“And that very frivolous one who wants to hook up with her?” 

“Ruben Dickson.” 

“Do you know what you should do?” 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Stowe. Those people tonight have all been blacklisted by the club. They won’t show 

up again.” 

“OK.” 

After Martin hung up the phone, he asked Rhys to deal with them. Soon, he heard the sound of a car 

coming back. 

Paige ***the car into the garage. The **she got out of the car, she was embraced by Martin. 

She had only left for a few hours. Why was he so excited? 

Martin took a deep breath and looked her up and down. Her feet were fine, her hands were fine, and 

her face was fine. Enrique did not 

lie to him. Paige was really not injured. 

Paige was carried to the living room by him. Her mobile phone vibrated. She took it out and saw that it 

was a message from Enrique. 

“Ms. Paige, are you home?” 

“Yes,” Paige replied in Martin’s arms. 

“Did anything happen on the way?” Enrique was obviously very worried. 

“It’s very safe.” 

“That’s good. Then I won’t disturb you… Oh, right, Brady is fine. He has already bandaged his wound and 

has gone home to rest.” 

“Okay.” 

Martin saw that she had been replying to the message and could not help but ask, “Who’s it?” 

“Enrique.” 

“Is there anything I can help you with?” 

“He’s weird today. He’s always worried that something might happen to me along the way…” 

Martin recalled the past. Heh, does Enrique think that I’m a ****? Does he think that I ask about the 

most beautiful girl in the club and is trying to intercept her halfway? 

Does my image in the employees’ eyes become so bad? 

At that ***, Martin received a call. After a few simple sentences, he lowered his head and said to Paige 

in his arms, “My parents have returned. They asked me to go over tomorrow. I want to take this 

opportunity to take you to see them.” 

His parents only came back after a long time. He did not know when they would appear next time. 

1/3 

Martin wanted his parents to know that he had found the love of his life. When Paige graduated, he 

would marry her. 

But Martin would let Paige decide if she went to visit his parents. 

*If you are not ready, you can do it later.” Martin did not want to push her too hard. 



“What do they like?” Paige suddenly asked. 

Martin was surprised for a **, and then quickly said, “You are the best gift, as long as you are here.” 

“It is the first time we have met. I can’t go empty-handed. Do they have any hobbies? For example, what 

do they like to collect?” 

“Dad likes the work of a calligrapher, named Perl Ezequiel Martin’s fingers passed through her hair and 

he said lovingly, “I will get someone to buy it.” 

“Perl?” Paige raised her eyebrows. “I have some.” 

If it is not enough, I can write it now. 

“What about your mother?” 

“She has a lot of interests and hobbies, but none of them can compare with her love for beauty.” 

Beauty? 

This is easy to handle…. 

“I will prepare the gift. You can choose the time.” 

Seeing Paige so straightforward, Martin became even gentler. He asked, “Then tomorrow night, we will 

eat together?” 

“Okay.” 

Martin held her face up and kissed her happily. 

On the other side. 

When Killian heard that his son and daughter-in-law had returned, his face darkened. “Hmph, they 

finally know to come back!” 

Wilfred Stowe said with a smile, “This is our home. Where else can we go if we don’t come back? Dad, 

long time no see. I heard that you are becoming more and more healthy. Seeing you tonight is indeed 

the case.” 

Caroline Gillian handed the gift to Neil and changed into a pair of slippers. “Dad, your spirit is much 

better than before. Even your roar is full of energy. I heard it from afar.” 

Chapter 418 The Culprit 

 

Killian nodded in approval. “Both Paige’s appearance and character are perfect.” 

Caroline glanced at Wilfred. It was over. Originally, she thought that if Martin or Killian did not like Paige, 

she could take the opportunity to recommend Vallorie… 

Now it seemed that Caroline didn’t have the chance. 

“Dad, we have not seen you praise anyone these years…” Wilfred had not expected that his father 

would compliment a young woman. 

“That child is really outstanding. She is beautiful and well-behaved. She has the ability but does not 

show off. She is low-key, brilliant, filial, and kind. 

In short, Killian was satisfied with everything about Paige. At the thought of her, Killian could not help 

smiling. 

Wilfred glanced at Caroline. Wilfred did not expect Caroline to be so pleased with the girl who had just 

reunited with her family. 

“We also met a very outstanding girl on the road this time. Caroline and I really like her… It’s a pity that 

she has a boyfriend,” Wilfred said regretfully. 

“How can she be as good as Paige?” 

As soon as Killian finished speaking, Wilfred’s mobile phone vibrated. “It’s Martin calling.” 



After he picked up the phone, Wilfred announced, “Martin said he would book a private room tomorrow 

night. He wants to bring that girl to meet us. 

Wilfred and Caroline wondered if it was this idea of their cold son. 

“Caroline, quickly pinch me.” Wilfred obviously could not believe it. It was not until Caroline pinched his 

arm that he covered it in pain and said, “Ah… Be gentle.” 

“If I had not made you feel pain, you would feel like you were dreaming…” Caroline did not expect that 

her son would like that girl and take the initiative to bring her over for them to meet. 

Caroline thought, to be able to win the favor of my son and his grandparents, that girl is either 

outstanding or not simple. 

The next afternoon. 

Caroline was trying on her clothes when Wilfred knocked on the door of the closet and came in. He 

zipped up her clothes from behind. 

“Honey, we found out that it was really your best friend who poisoned you…” 

When Wilfred said this, he looked at Caroline’s reaction. Seeing that she was not sad at all, he said, “I 

brought her here. She is on the first floor of the basement…” 

“Got it.” Caroline was wearing a beautiful fishtail dress, looking slim and dignified. Before she went to 

the first floor of the basement, she did not forget to tell the two elders, “Dad, ***, I have something to 

deal with. If you hear a strange noise later, don’t panic.” 

Killian knew that the person who had poisoned Caroline had been taken to the first floor of the 

basement. He nodded. “Don’t worry. 

We are old, so we won’t hear it…” 

Caroline came to the first floor of the basement. 

The light coming through the six skylights made the hall look brighter and more imposing. The four 

bodyguards stood together. Ethel stood in front of them, a little panicky. 

Caroline was slender, and her pace was elegant. She walked step by step toward Ethel. 

“Hello, Mrs Stowe.” The four bodyguards greeted Caroline in unison. 

Ethel saw that Caroline was wearing a beautiful fishtail dress. Caroline’s waist was thin, and her face was 

noble. All these years, 

Caroline seemed to have always been so delicate and graceful. 

Before mamage. Caroline was very beautiful Her life after marriage gave her a mature charm. Her every 

move was fascinating. 

“Ethel has been my best Inend for twenty years I asked you to invite her here. Why did you tie her up? 

Quickly untie her,” Caroline smiled and looked at the bodyguards 

“Yes, Mrs. Stowe. The bodyguards untied the rope around Ethel’s hands. 

Ethel rubbed her wrists and hurried forward. “Caroline, since you wanted to see me, why didn’t you just 

call me over? You made such a fuss The outsiders will think that I offended you…” 

“Then what did you do?” Caroline smiled elegantly. 

Ethel was stunned and a little uneasy. “Caroline, I don’t understand what you are talking about…” 

“You came from far away, but I didn’t ask anyone to serve you a cup of tea… I think you’ve drunk all 

kinds of good tea. Today, Lasked someone to use C30 to make you a glass of fruit wine…” 

Hearing this, Ethel became even more apprehensive. 

She thought, that’s impossible… 

It’s been a few days. How did Caroline suddenly find out about me and even know that I put C30 in her 



fruit wine? 

“I heard that it can make fruit wine more fragrant and mellow,” Caroline smiled very beautifully. 

Chapter 419 Punishment 

 

Caroline looked at Ethel quietly with her watery eyes “You can question me, make a scene, or even 

break off all relations with me, but you spent a lot of money on the chronic poison.” 

This led Ethel on a path to self-destruction 

Last night, Caroline met Vallorie, and Vallorie knew medical **and brought her medical bag with her, or 

the consequences would be unimaginable. 

“I heard that this kind of poison cannot be found in the hospital. It will cause pain until the internal 

organs are all damaged, and the poisoned person will be haggard and slowly ***. How much do you 

***me that you have to****me? Just for a piece of land?” 

Ethel shed tears and shook her head. “No…..” 

Ethel wanted more than a piece of land. 

“It has been twenty years since we met. You live a glorious life and are taken good care of by your in-

laws and husband. The Stowe family grows stronger and stronger, and your son is promising…” 

Tears ran down Ethel’s face. She pulled up her long dress, revealing her injured shins. 

“You won’t believe what I am going to say. For the past twenty years, everyone has been jealous of me, 

but in fact, my in-laws don’t like me, and my husband beats and scolds me. These are the injuries he 

caused a while ago. He has cheated on me countless times. 

“My in-laws and husband often scolded me and said that I was inferior to you. 

“They are my family, but they used the most vicious words to hurt me and spoke highly of you. 

“Every time you appear, you look so gorgeous. Your husband follows you closely, and your in-laws treat 

you as their daughter. On the contrary, I am like a total ***.” 

“So, you’re jealous of me and want to ruin my life?” Caroline finally knew why. 

“You’re so heartless,” the servant chipped in. “Mrs. Stowe treats you so well. When you were ***, she 

often took a plane to see you and took care of you. When you had some happy events, Mrs. Stowe gave 

you lavish gifts to make you look better. All these years, Mrs. Stowe has helped you a lot. If not for the 

Stowe family, how would you have your current status?” 

Ethel lowered her head and sobbed silently. 

Caroline knew that their friendship had come to an end. 

Caroline glanced at the bodyguards. 

Two bodyguards immediately stepped forward and forcefully held Ethel’s shoulders. 

Ethel was a little scared. “What are you doing?” 

The servant pinched Ethel’s chin and forced the fruit wine into her ***. 

“Oh… No…” Ethel shook her head desperately, but she couldn’t free herself from the two bodyguards 

and the servant 

Ethel looked at Caroline for help, but Caroline was indifferent. She stood there with a stem expression as 

if she had made up her mind 

After the servant forced the fruit wine into Ethel’s ***, the two bodyguards let go of her. 

Ethel fell to the ground, desperately trying to spit the fruit wine out, but to no avail. 

“Caroline, save me…” Ethel rushed to Caroline like mad but was stopped by several bodyguards. 

“Give me the antidote, Caroline.” Ethel grabbed her throat and felt like vomiting, but she couldn’t spit 



the fruit wine out. “My- daughter-in-law is pregnant, and I will soon have a grandchild. Please, don’t 

***me…” 

“Don’t you know that there’s no antidote for C30?” Caroline was cold. 

“No, it’s impossible. You are still angry, right? You must have the antidote, or you can’t stand here Ethel 

cried and begged Caroline. “1 am sorry, Caroline. For the sake of our twenty-year friendship, please give 

me the antidote. I swear that I will never do evil again. I will stay away from you, okay?” 

Caroline did not speak. 

“Caroline, can you bear to see I am poisoned?” Ethel was still begging. “Do you really want to take my 

life? 

“If the poison works, even if my in-laws don’t care about me, my family will check what happens. Do you 

want me to tell my son and daughter-in-law that you did all this? They have a good impression of you…” 

“Oh, it doesn’t matter,” Caroline said flatly. “What you did will only bring shame to your family. If they 

know that you hurt me first, I don’t think they will dare to ask me for an explanation.* 

“Caroline, what do you want me to do before you give me the antidote?” asked Ethel, crying. 

“As I said, there is no antidote.” Caroline looked at Ethel coldly. 

“How did you…” 

“I happened to meet a kind person who knows medical ***. She helped me remove the poison.” 

Ethel seemed to see hope, and her eyes lit up. “Can you give me her number?” 

“Oh, no,” Caroline said indifferently. “She abhors evils as deadly foes. She beat up a few bad guys last 

night. If she knew what you did, she would probably beat you up.” 

When Ethel heard this, she was more upset. “Caroline, please…” 

“You still have three days.” Caroline no longer wanted to listen to Ethel’s nonsense. 

Chapter 420 Vallorie Is More Likable 

 

“Caroline, are you done? Come over and eat some fruits to moisten your throat,” Killian smiled. 

Caroline had probably chatted a lot with her friend just now. 

“Caroline, I heard that someone bullied you. Did she drug you? Who is so bad?” Rosa found it incredible. 

She was a little angry. 

“Forget it. I have dealt with it.” Caroline smiled gracefully. 

Seeing that Caroline did not eat fruits, Killian asked someone to serve her some tea. Caroline smiled and 

refused, “The girl I met on my way back asked me not to drink so much tea. She said that the ingredients 

of the tea would affect the efficacy of the medicine.” 

Just now, Caroline took the medicine prescribed by the girl. 

Caroline showed the prescription to the doctors she knew, and they all said that the prescription was 

wonderful 

When Caroline’s friends heard that she took C30, they all broke into a cold sweat. There was no antidote 

for C30, but the girl could remove the poison in Caroline’s body in such a short time and give her such a 

wonderful prescription. 

Caroline’s friends praised the girl’s medical skills and prescription and wanted to know her. 

Caroline liked the girl, but at the same time, she felt regretful. 

“You’re quite obedient to her.” Killian did not expect Caroline to be so satisfied with the girl “Well, if you 

see Paige tonight, you will like her. You will find that no girl can compare to her.” 

“Dad, don’t be so confident. The girl I met yesterday was smart, beautiful, and capable…” 



“Impossible.” Killian waved his hand with a smile. “I have never seen a girl who is better than Paige.” 

“I will invite her here and introduce her to you.” Caroline felt that Vallorie was the best girl in the world. 

Rosa could not help but smile. “You want to take her home as your daughter-in-law.” 

“Oh, to be frank, that’s what I think. But she has a boyfriend. She seems to know Martin. I saw her 

driving Martin’s car that day.” 

“Impossible.” 

Killian and Rosa spoke in unison, smiling 

“Caroline, you haven’t been home for too long. You don’t know your son well. No one can touch his 

things, except for Paige.” 

“Right Only Paige can touch his things.” 

“Impossible. He must have a good friend of the opposite ***.” Caroline disagreed. Vallorie just 

***Martin’s car. They didn’t kiss or embrace 

Did the bodyguard misread the license plate last night? 

It was dark last night, and there were so many cars under Martin’s name, so it was normal for the 

bodyguard to misread the license plate. 

“Paige is still in school. Otherwise, I really hope that they can get married soon.” Rosa praised Paige 

“Paige is likable. I am afraid that someone else will take her away from Martin if they don’t get married.” 

After all, Paige was so outstanding. 

Caroline thought, there is no girl more likable than Vallonie 

Vallone is also outstanding 

“Oh right, how many days will you stay?” Killian asked 

“I’ll be leaving in two days.” 

After meeting Vallorie, Caroline would leave. Otherwise, some well-informed distant relatives had heard 

about their return. All of them wanted to pay a visit and ask them for help. 

They returned secretly. They were very cautious wherever they went, but they did not expect that the 

news would still be spread out. 

It had to be said that those distant relatives were really well-informed. 

“Stay for a few more days,” Rosa said. “You and Wilfred should visit the Lusk family a few more times. 

Their daughter is so outstanding. She just came back, but Martin will soon take her home. We have to 

show her parents our sincerity.” 

“Right.” Killian nodded with approval. “You and Wilfred have to visit them a few more times.” 

Caroline sighed inwardly. No one was more outstanding than Vallorie. Only Vallorie was the most 

outstanding daughter-in-law. 

After saying goodbye to her in-laws, Caroline could not help but send a message to Vallorie again. 

“Vallorie, what are you doing?” 

Paige quickly replied, “I’m shopping.” 

“What do you want to buy? Tell me and I will give you some advice.” Caroline wanted to help. 


